Agenda
Indiana ACTE State Policy Seminar

**February 17, 2020**

Westin Downtown Indianapolis

6:00-6:30  Registration (room to be determined)
6:45-7:30  How to Track and Influence Bills
          Training will be provided to learn how to find bills, track bills and influence them during their progression.

7:45-9:00  Social hour with Indiana ACTE (room to be determined)

**February 18, 2020**

Indiana State Capital Building

9:00-9:45  Conference room 18
          Advocating with a Purpose (room to be determined)

10:00-10:45  Conference Room 19
          2020 Talking Points
          Training will be provided on what issues are currently facing CTE and how you can discuss these topics with your legislator

11:00-12:00  Lunch on your own

12:00-5:00  Appointments with Legislators

Room block available at  Westin